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Springer-Verlag New York Inc., United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. 2013 ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book. Statistical shape analysis is a geometrical analysis from a set
of shapes in which statistics are measured to describe geometrical properties from similar shapes
or different groups, for instance, the difference between male and female Gorilla skull shapes,
normal and pathological bone shapes, etc. Some of the important aspects of shape analysis are to
obtain a measure of distance between shapes, to estimate average shapes from a (possibly
random) sample and to estimate shape variability in a sample[1]. One of the main methods used is
principal component analysis. Specific applications of shape analysis may be found in archaeology,
architecture, biology, geography, geology, agriculture, genetics, medical imaging, security
applications such as face recognition, entertainment industry (movies, games), computer-aided
design and manufacturing. This is a proposal for a new Brief on statistical shape analysis and the
various new parametric and non-parametric methods utilized to facilitate shape analysis. â â.
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Comprehensive information for book fanatics. it had been writtern really completely and useful. I am happy to explain how this is the greatest publication i
have read through in my very own life and can be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Virginie Collier I-- Virginie Collier I

Complete guide! Its this kind of very good read through. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your lifestyle
span is going to be transform the instant you complete looking over this book.
-- Reilly Keebler IV-- Reilly Keebler IV
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